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OSKRG Research/Restoration Bulletin #3 
Exhaust Pipes, Mufflers & Brackets 

52-71 K, XL, XLH & XLCH Models vs.4 

This research and restoration bulletin was created with input and assistance from members 
of the OSKRG.  The report consolidates the best available information at the time of creation 
and may be updated or revised at a future date.  If errors are identified, or there is additional 
information on the subject of this report that has not been included, please post comments, 
corrections or additions to http://harleykmodel.com in the “Forum”. 
 

 

  

http://harleykmodel.com/
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Part 1, K Models 

Exhaust Pipes, Mufflers & Support Tubes Identification Table 52-56 K Models 

Parts Book Year Muffler  
Set of Exhaust 

Pipes 
Front Pipe  Rear Pipe Support Tube  Models 

1952-1953 
65231-52 Chrome 

65231-53 Black 
 65455-52 65489-52 65316-52 K & KK 

1952-1954 

65231-52 Chrome 

 

65455-52 (52-53) 65489-52 (52-53) 

65316-52 

K & KK 
 

65231-52 Chrome 
65230-53 Short, Late 53-54? 

65455-54 (54) 65489-54 (54) KH 

1955 Supplement  
65438-54 High  

Clearance 54-55  
65456-54 High  

Clearance 54-55 
65488-54 High  

Clearance 54-55 
 KH  

1952-1956 

65231-52 Chrome  65455-52 (52-53) 65489-52 

65316-52 

K & KK 

65231-52 Chrome 
65230-53 Short, Late 53-56? 

65438-54 High  
Clearance 54-56 

65455-54 (54-56) 
65456-54 High  

Clearance 54-56 

65489-54 (54-56) 
65488-54 High  

Clearance 54-56 
KH & KHK 

 

Exhaust Pipes, Mufflers & Support Tubes Change Timeline 52-56 K Models 
Year 52 53 54 55 56 

Muffler 65231-52 Chrome 
 

    
 65231-53 Black    
  ?? 65230-53 Short, Late 53-54?   

      
Front Exhaust Pipe 65455-52  65455-54   

65456-54 High Clearance 
5455 

  
      

Rear Exhaust Pipe 65489-52  65489-54   
65488-54 High Clearence   

      
Set of Exhaust Pipes   65438-54   

      
Support Tube 65316-52     
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Exhaust Pipes, Mufflers & Support Tube Pictures 

65231-52 Chrome 
 

 
 

65231-53 Black 

Dave H says: The Standard Solo group, available only in 1953, had many black-painted or cadmium parts to reduce the 

sales price. The 65231-53 muffler was black.  

 

65230-53 Short Muffler 
The “Short Muffler” is 4” shorter 
than the standard muffler. 

 

 

 
  

65230-53 

http://www.harleykmodel.com/technical/finishes/1953-standard-solo/index.html
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Restoration Tip 
Shown to the right: 

• Top 65230-53 

• Middle 65230-58 

• Bottom 65230-62 
 

 

Scott L. has indicated since the -53 & -58 mufflers are so hard to find, if desperate you may be able to come close by 

cutting the end/shortening the much more common -62 “slash cut” muffler.  The -62 is about ¼” longer in the mid-section 

than the -53 and will have the underside flat spot. The indents face inward so looking at the bike when installed may not 

be noticeable.  Obviously, a closer look will reveal a cut down -62 muffler has been used versus a -58 or -53 muffler. If you 

use the -62 in place of the -58 the indent will be in the wrong spot and will need to be dealt with. 

   

65455-52 

& 

65455-54 

 

Scott L Comments: I tested the two versions of the 

original pipe (notched vs. not notched) and the results 

confirm that the notched pipe is KH and the not notched 

pipe is K.  Setting the bottom of the pipe on flat ground, 

holding it down with a sandbag, turn the pipe so the 

upper front of the exhaust end is at maximum height and 

measure the distance from ground to the uppermost 

point.  For the notched pipe the distance is 13” and for the 

non-notched pipe it is 12 ¾”.  This is the ¼ inch difference 

we were looking for. 

  

   Notched 54                          No Notch 52 
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65489-52 

K & KK 

 

 

65489-54 

KH & KHK 

 

 

65316-52 

  
 

  

Approximate Measurements: 
Red Line 10.5 Inches 
Black Line 12 Inches 
 

Approximate Measurements: 
Red Line 11.25 Inches 
Black Line 12 & 5/8 Inches 
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Identifying K Model Rear Pipes 

Authored by Kurt Melancon 
There are several distinguishing features that allow one to differentiate between an OEM and aftermarket rear pipe.  The saddle joint, i.e., 

the intersection where the upper pipe joins the lower pipe is one such area.  The saddle section of the OEM pipe consists of an oval flange ~ 

3” long welded on the lower pipe, into which the upper pipe inserts and is welded thereto.  Aftermarket rear pipes have no such elongated 

flange and simply have a welded stub ascending from the lower pipe into which the upper pipe is welded.  See Figure 1 below for details 

showing the aftermarket pipe having a tube-to-tube saddle-joint connection and the OEM pipe having the elongated oval-saddle pipe 

connection.   

 

 

Fig 1 – Saddle Joint and Terminal End Variants of K Model Rear Pipes. Aftermarket left, OEM right. 
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Another distinguishing feature of the rear pipe is the terminal end where the muffler inserts.  Note that the terminal end of the OEM pipe 

(right) is a separate stepped metal end that is spot-welded onto the parent pipe, whereas the aftermarket pipe is simply expanded to receive 

the muffler.  Additionally, OEM pipes have the forward-facing end slit to receive the front pipe, whereas the forward-facing end of 

aftermarket pipes is simply expanded (no slits) to receive the front pipe.  And lastly, it is believed that OEM pipes have a wall thickness of ~ 

0.032” and that aftermarket pipes are heavier gauge generally having a wall thickness ~ 0.047”. 

Identifying K Model Front Pipes 
There are characteristic dimensions of front K Model exhaust pipes that allow one to easily distinguish between pipes for K and KH 

models.  Figure 2 below provides guidance as to where these measurements are made.  To make this assessment use a strapping tape to 

measure the straight-line distance between the 2 reference points shown on the front pipe - attach the tape end-hook to the ID on upper end 

of pipe and extend to lower edge of pipe as shown.  Typical distances for K and KH front pipes are approximately 19-1/4” and 20-1/8” 

respectively.   

 

 

Fig 2 - Front Pipe  
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65456-54 High Clearance 

Front Pipe (A) 

65488-54 High Clearance 

Rear Pipe (B) 

  

65438-54 High  
Clearance Set of Exhaust 

Pipes 54-56  

 

 

 

A 
B 
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2 Different Versions of 
Repop Pipes for  
65438-54 High  

Clearance Exhaust Pipes 
54-56  
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Muffler & Exhaust Pipe Clamps Identification Table 52-56 K Models 

Parts Book Year Muffler Front 
Clamp 

Muffler Rear 
Clamp 

Rear Exhaust Pipe 
Clamp 

Front Exhaust Pipe 
Clamp 

(High Clearance) 

Exhaust Pipe Post/Port 
Clamp 

Term Post Changed in the 59PB to 
Port 

K Models 

1952-1953 65275-52 65279-52 65512-52  65519-52 K & KK 

1952-1954 65275-52 65279-52 65512-52  65519-52 
K, KK, KH & 

KHK 

1955 
Supplement 

   65511-54  KH  

1952-1956 
   65511-54  KH 

65275-52 65279-52 65512-52  65519-52 
K, KK & KH & 

KHK 

 

Note: The 52-53 PB is in error. It lists the front “Exhaust Pipe Post/Port Clamp” with the same part number as the rear exhaust pipe. Both clamps are 

the same part number, 65519-52. This error is corrected in subsequent PBs. 

 

Muffler & Exhaust Pipe Clamps Change Timeline 52-56 K Models 
Year 52 53 54 55 56 

Muffler Front Clamp      
      

Muffler Rear Clamp      
      

Rear Exhaust Pipe Clamp      
      

Front Exhaust Pipe Clamp (High Clearance)      
      

Exhaust Pipe Post/Port Clamp      
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Muffler & Exhaust Pipe Clamps Pictures

65275-52  

Muffler Front Clamp 

Scott L. says of the photos he has provided to the right: 

“Photo A shows the difference between the front muffler 

clamp 65275-52 and 65275-57 versions.  The top version is 

definitely a thinner metal and the back-mounting tab is 

bent instead of straight as on the -57.  Photo B shows the 

same two parts from a slightly different angle so you can 

read the NOS label for verification.” 

 
 

  

65279-52  

Muffler Rear Clamp 

 

 

65512-52  

Rear Exhaust Pipe Clamp 

Stan D. says of the photos he has provided to the right: 
Have you ever noticed in the PB how the seat post retaining 
plate (51526-52) is pictured upside down? Through the 
years, I have seen pictures and in person how some people 
have used that picture to mount the plate the way it is in 
the book. Upside down and of course wrong. If you didn't 
know any better that's what you would do, follow the 

 
 

A 
B 
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book. Well the rear exhaust pipe clamp (65512-52) is the 
same way. Pictured upside down, and again I have seen 
examples of people mounting them upside down on their 
bikes. I have attached three pictures to show how it is 
supposed to be correctly mounted. The other issue with this 
clamp is that people tend to mount this clamp to the front 
side of the support tube flat. It has to be mounted to the 
back side or else the kick starter crank will hit it. The picture 
with the red arrow shows how bad a rub this can produce. 
These clamps are pretty rare and through the years I have 
only found one clamp that didn't have that rub on it and 
about five that did. 

  

65511-54  
Front Exhaust Pipe Clamp 

(High Clearance) 
Image Needed  

65519-52  

Exhaust Pipe Post/Port Clamp 
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